
Above-brand work:
an opportunity to open minds and build relationships 
on a foundation of shared problem-solving
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Account managers can broaden their 
reach within an organization to include:

• Medical directors

• Care managers

• Quality directors

• Population health managers

• Managers of value-based care



Every organization is still working to implement value-based health. 
That’s an opportunity for account managers who can bring solutions 
that benefit all stakeholders.
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Payers and health systems recognize that the integration of mental and 
physical health is a key driver of value-based care for IDNs and payers.

Videos on 
motivational 
interviewing 
for patients 
with mental 
illness

Guides



Educational mobile apps intended to advance the knowledge of caregivers in multiple settings on 
Epilepsy and Parkinson's Disease using interactive content, quizzes, and videos
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App based learning programs for caregivers in group homes and 
long-term care settings provide an opportunity to add value
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Implementation kit for 
account managers

Kit for IDNs and HCPs Kit for health plans, PBMs, and 
employers

While there’s no single solution to nonadherence, even low-tech 
interventions can have an out-sized benefit



The complexity of managing diabetes creates opportunities to help diabetes 
care managers understand the impact of value-based care and provide them 
with tools to help their patients
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Account managers can provide value by giving access to a platform 
that addresses a broad range of topical issues

SDOH PA 
Process

Opioid Abuse

Value-Base 
Care Briefs
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Helping payers understand the burden of rare disease critical.



“Value” discussions touch every stakeholder in the healthcare system.
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Pharmacists Medical groups

Employers



Above-brand resources:
an opportunity to open minds
and get customers from
“No!” to “oh!”
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Who we are
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Access, payer communications, and patient support:  
It’s all we do

Over 30 years of collaboration with managed market, brand, 
patient support, field, and HEOR teams 

We can help you reach every stakeholder under the access umbrella 
with impactful branded and above-brand communications 



Contact information:

Warhaftig Associates
740 Broadway
New York, NY 10003

212 995-1700
matt@warhaftig.com

Let’s talk. Call Matt Warhaftig at 212 995-1700.
Warhaftig.com


